
Setting up the RateMyVisit System in SuperSalon
Supersalon RateMyVisit, advertise incentives or discounts and review customer feedback. This service 

gives your customers the opportunity to go online to www.RateMyVisit.com and rate their visit to your salon 

using a unique visit number printed on their receipt. Customers do not need to remember their stylist name, 

wait time, when they received their service or what they purchased, etc. The unique number printed on the 

receipt matches the transaction.

The system can generate a discount code that customers can use on subsequent visits. This will encourage 

customers to use the Rate My Visit system. The results of their survey are viewable from the SuperSalon 

Internet back office.

Cost

•	 Cost of the Rate My Visit is $10.00 per salon per month
•	 Billing for Rate My Visit will begin on the next recurring support fee for the selected 

salon.
•	 RateMyVisit sign, customer inducement and logo $20.00 (optional)

Enabling

1.)	To	enable	RateMyVisit	for	your	Salon(s),	log	into	iOffice	and	select	the	Setup	tab.	



3.) Check “Enable” for the desired location(s) and save. 

2.) From the left, select RateMyVisit. You will see the Salon(s) in with your account. 

4.)	You	must	agree	to	and	confirm	to	the	setup	before	the	settings	will	save.



6.)	On	iOffice	select	the	Store Setup tab > Receipt Printer > Rate My Visit Footer.

5.) Once enabled, you can setup your inducement that will show on the customer receipt. 

When you offer no discount you tend to get less responses, but you still get a lot of 
polarized feedback... IE, the customers that are really upset or really happy. As you start 
to add inducements (discounts) you get a lot more responses across the spectrum.

Once you have setup your inducement, you will need to create a discount that will be 
associated to the RMV coupons as customer(s) return to the salon for redemption. Set 
the discount code to RMV and add the description. Set the Discount value listed under 
Discount Mode.



Once RateMyVisit has been enabled and the discount created, the salon must upload in 
order for the changes to take effect on the POS.

If your system is currently using upsys2, do not worry, the upload will occur every 30-
45 minutes. If your salon is not using upsys2 or is on dialup, you will need to perform a 
manual upload before the settings will take effect. To do this, select the Manager tab, 
and select Upload.

The Rate MY Visit Footer can also be added/edited from the POS by selecting Setup 
> Receipt Printer > Rate My Visit. If you do not want to allow the RMV Footer to be 
added/edited from the POS, you can deny access via the Permissions.

The discount can be added and edited from the POS as well. Select the Manager 
Tab > Discounts > Add New Discount. Set the discount code to RMV and add the 
description. Set the Discount value listed under Discount Mode. To restrict users from 
adding or editing from the POS, go to the Setup tab > Permissions.



RateMyVisit.com and iOffice Reporting

When customers receive their receipts with RateMyVisit enabled, a unique RMV number 
will appear on the bottom of the receipt. Customers are instructed to visit the www.
RateMyVisit.com website via the receipt.

Once a valid RMV code has been entered, customers will be able to rate their experience 
on a scale of 1 through 5 as well as leave comments. After the review has been completed, 
the customer will be provided survey code to write down on the receipt for later use when 
returning to the Salon.

iOffice	users	 can	 review	 the	surveys	on	 ioffice	by	navigating	 to	 the	Reports tab > 
Customers > Rate MY Visit. Average Scoring allows users to summarize the reviews 
at-a-glance, allowing you more time do to other things!



POS Survey Code Redemption

As customers return to the salon they will need to provide their receipt with the survey 
number provided from the RateMyVisit.com website. During the checkout process, select 
the Hair Cut service (example) and then select discounts, then select the RMV discount. 
Once the discount has been applied, complete the transaction. A customer will receive 
a one time, unique RateMyVisit code for each visit to a salon.

Signs and Inducements
RateMyVisit signs are available with your inducement and logo. Signs are $20.00 + 
shipping. Contact sales@rogerspos.com with your RateMyVisit inducement and salon 
logo. Sign dimensions are 8.5 x 6.5


